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Abstract: Introduction: Nowadays, preventive and developmental programs are in the focus of
specialists` attention as education and Non pharmacological Interventions. Mean while, the
development of social skills and sensory motor skills of children, are two important dimensions of
activities that are necessitated to planning and providing appropriate plays based interventional
strategies and therein rhythmic play and singing are an essential and important role in this context.
Objectives: The aim of This study was examined the effect of rhythmic play on social skills and
sensory motor skills preschoolers children in Fariman City.
Methods: In a quasi-experimental design with pre-test and post-test with control group, n = 40
preschool students randomly were selected and distribute in the experimental and control groups
(n=20). Experimental groups participated in the 12-session intervention played a rhythmic, and
each of them, each session lasting one hour with children songs, and instruments voice course in
group playing. Both group were assessed after and before of intervention. Sake to assessed of the
social skills and sensory - motor skills, all children are composed in social skills of children scale
(Kartlj and Mylbrn, 1372) and sensory - motor Oseretsky scale (1923) .The data were analysis by
covariance analysis .
Results: The results indicate The mean scores of sensory motor skills of children in the
experimental group than the control group who were influenced vocal play, there are significant
differences and  in social skills scores were not significant. Furthermore, the level of sensory -
motor skills in preschool children of both gender were not significantly different.
Conclusions: Because of the significant increase in sensory motor skills by rhythmic play in
preschoolers, so it can be preventive and developmental programs, such as education and Non
pharmacological Interventions for preschoolers to use
Educational and Non pharmacological Interventionss , preschoolers children , Rhythmic play , social
skills ,  sensory-motor skills.
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